CHAPTER XX
MODES OF LIFE IN DESERTS AND POLAR REGIONS
Two Kinds of Deserts
Between latitudes 20° and 3p°_on the west side of every continent
intensejy dry deserts border the 'ocean.   Most of them Ijc on the polar
TEtTAndes, however, alter this arrangement in Souffi
America, and the ArabianJJea^and its branches prevent Asia trom hav-
ing savannas west of India. Plate II shows that these tradewmd deserts,
as they may properly be called, stretch eastward from western Atrica
acro^ ^th^^Sahara, Arabia, Iraq, and southern Persia to Baluchistan arid
the Indus Valley in India. They also include northwestern Mexico,
northern Chile, the Kalahari region of southern Africa, and a large part
ofthe west and south of Australia. 1'hey are all alike in having the follow-
ing characteristics ; ( l ) slight rainfall ; (2) scanty vegetation; (3) practically
no agriculture; (4) dependenc? of man on animals; (5)
ic £Ogulation rand T5T fow
If we examine the whole world we find that certain other regions
also hav^j^c^^£iialities<y 'These other regions are ot two types,
W continental deserts IfnH (2) polar regions.   The continental deserts
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they have_£period when lhcy are cold li^e the polar deserts.  .Nevada
'	'
e te poar   eserts.  .evaa^
'asIs tST'9esert: of Patagonia,
are injgost -respects, like _diejtradewind deserts.   The chief difference
is that although most ^of^ejear^Aeyar^fioT like the trade wind deserts,
ot ih^^^^T^'S^^ of CoitralAsia from the Caspian^a
to the borders *of Manchuria are extreme examples! T^poTaF regions^
wEich have lie^i^c^arac^risdc^	are not deserts in tEe
Drdinary sense,"4 for" they are covered jyith snow much of the time and
the 'ground is moist if this melts. Yet in their cffect"on man the cold
regions of Greenland, the northern parts ot North America and Asia, the
yast continent? of Antarctica, and many limited regions at high altitudes
mch as the higher parts of Tibet are much like deserts.' Hence in this
iapter we shall discuss these cold, wet polar deserts after finishing the
ordinary hot, dry deserts. -

